Junior A and B Please Be There
Reminder To All Players and Coaches

We would like to get teams made so please be there
for this weeks scrimmages. Like this we can make
teams by the weekend.
Due to COVID we will not be having normal tryouts. there will be 1 or 2. we can only
have 16 skaters per ice so please understand if you don't get on. We should be able
to accomadate most.
Please read our COVID Protocols and rules. They must be followed no exceptions.
Most important if you have any cold or flu symptoms, have been in contact
with someone who has or may have COVID or have been quarantined please
do not come to the arena. We are all responsible for our fellow members.
1) Players show 15 minutes before ice dressed bottom down minimum (goalies 30
minutes and can dress at arena)
2) All Player must disinfect hands entering building and wear a mask at ALL times
until the players bench by the ice. Players should have a baggie with their name on it
to put their mask in on the bench.
3) Players must leave the building within 10 minutes after ice time no showers.
4) All players and coaches will have their temperature taken and COVID evaluation at
the top of the stairs before heading down to the dressing rooms
5) Parents must wear masks at all times in the Civic Centre no exceptions. Parent
must sit on assigned seating in the rinks (green stickers) to respect social distancing.
You may only sit next to each other if you are from the same house. Social distancing
includes while standing.
Please respect the list
Tuesday (tomorrow) 22:00 Family Name A-C

Goalies Alter and Belitzky

Wednesday 21:00 Family Name D-I

Goalies Diamond and Grigoriadis

Wednesday 22:00 Family Name J-N

Goalie Bertaggia and Arless

Thursday 21:00 Family Name P-Z

Goalie Wexler

Any goalie that wants a 2nd game please come for ice on Thursday 21:00
(send an e-mail to mitcht@videotron.ca to confirm)
Coaches or potential coaches or assistants are asked to be present to evaluate and
supervise.
Thank you

